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rr ADDUCTION 

Aftsr VM II thsrs oocurrsd a eonsidsrsbls psriod fiUsd 
with flowing rsports on the valus of ths Improvsnent Curvs 
Tsohniqus.   Of lats, howsrsr, it has bscons popular for sons 
psrsoonal to write brusqus littls papsrs for trade magazines 
«■phasising ths faults of the Improvsnent Curve concepts and mini- 
mising any importance.   One recent paper, by a mazu -jsment con- 
sultant, devoted seme specs to the thesis that all curves merely 
reflect the manufacturers budget practices, provided no other 
significant inforaaticn and should be abandoned.   There are even 
Jolcee.   Many may have seen the cartoon of an 80£ slope on log-log 
paper with the caption, "the greatest thing sines the invention 
of the crystal ball." 

Other criticins havs been made to the effect that contractors 
always "sell" ths Department of Defense high starting points 
and thereafter find no difficulty in achieving high rates of 
improvsnent in cost.   Ths detractors, as is often the case, 
generally stop just short of providing constructive help. 
Almost all criticins of the improvsnent curve Lave some basis 
in fact.    However, to put the problem in proper perspective, 
the cited disadvantages must be weighed against alternate techniques 
of projecting resources.    Fortunately for this exerciss, there 
is no problsn.   Alternate or conpetitive techniques are con- 
spicuously abssnt. 

As io the case in the field of Education, many users berate 
and batter their best tool without regard to the availability 
of a substituts, thus, the IQ test and the Improvement Curve 
share the earns stigna; "they are only used because no one can 
think up anything better."   This statement Is in itself a most 
powerful reason to support the Improvement Curve.    It is agreed 
additional refinement effort is required with changing times. 
Also, as will bs outlined, the original concept was based on 
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oortaln proalsta which if not mtt, land to or«4t« »«rious 
doubts In the mind of th« ue«r as to tht overall applioa- 
billtiaa of tha taohniquaa. Thasa pra&laaa ara: 

a. Low Enginaaring Changas 

b. Homoganaoua Article Construction 

c. Sequent 1*1 Modal Production 

A low ratio of engineering change cost to total cost is 
fundamental if we are to use historical experience aa a base 
on which to project future costs.   Certainly, the projection of 
experience fron a limited number of articles to calculate tha 
cost of thousands of   articles without considering the possible 
technical instability of the item being projected is foolhardy. 
This is one reason data banks runneth over with nonccnparable 
cost data.    Suffice it to say, it can be argued that an article 
with a 7% design change each year (unless the same portions 
are being redesigned over and over) cannot be defended as real- 
istically projectable on a single curve.    New portions certainly 
should not carry the same unit learning as their fallow portiona 
which have been unchanged for many units.   When tha volume of 
new to old becomes significant, incompatibilities arise.    It 
is recognized that in most cases, "comparable" historical data 
is also diluted by the engineering change factor.    Thus, any 
comparisons made against historical data with a supposedly like 
rate of change may not be too noticeable.    This still doesn't 
make it right.    The question of how much alike makes one uneasy 
at least. 

Secondly, it goes without saying that homogeneous articles 
simply do not occur as a natural phenomenon in an aircraft 
program.   No portion of an air frame is homogeneous, or manufac- 
tured of many identically sized pieces.    Labor needs vary by weight 
and complexity of major structural sections and within portions 
of these sections.'   They vary by task and there is no common 
denominator.    The projection of all labor trends by a single curve, 
as shewn by Figure 1, thus reflects a highly optimistic picture 
since obviously, management and labor should be able to effect 
labor savings on some portions with far more ease than on othera. 
For example, those portions of the aircraft weight composed of 
forgings, due to the nature of the process, cannot be produced 
at a sharply reduced cost per sequential unit.    Conversely, 
those sections wherein the work tasks are primarily sheet 
metal fabrication, or assembly, may have a very high potential 
for improvement due to management innovation, improved tools, 
redesign, etc.    As a consequence, all the labor trends of 
fabrication, subassembly, assembly and electronic check-out 
and field operations may become a part of a single curve which 
is a summarization of the many individual specialized labor 
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elenents which make up the total. ConpariBone of cost of thii 
heterogeneous mixture with the historioal cost of other aircraft 
mixtures, or even between models of the same aircraft, often 
leave scnething to be desired. 

The third and final criteria, sequential production of 
models, formerly did not pose too much of a problon. In the 
past, as a general rule, new aircraft models displaced old 
models in the classic Detroit automotive pattern. One 
pattern of former aircraft production e visioned the develop- 
ment of a good basic aircraft design with built-in capability 
for improvement to take advantage of growth in engine power or 
the customers' needs. As advanced subsystems became available, 
and significantly changed the weapon or support system capabili- 
ties, a new model letter was assigned and production of the old 
model was discontinued. Improvement curve techniques generally 
allowed for the increase duo to the new model by "bumping" the 
curve upward to reflect the new work and establishing a new start 
point at the point of introduction of the new model. It is 
critical to that technique that the new model entirely supercede 
the old, otherwise a Joint curve would occur which would have 
relatively little management relevance as to slope and individual 
model learning. 

DISCUSSION 

It is in the sequential model concept that the greatest 
change has occurred in recent years and thus caused the intro- 
duction of more complexity In cost procedures than either of 
the other critical elements. This paper is addressed to cost 
estimation of a common/peculiar mix of airframes in simultaneous 
production. 

OSD policies limiting tue number of aircraft to be developed 
for the special use of one service and the encouragement of the 
procurement of aircraft with the capability of satisfying the 
requirements of two or more services, or missions, has made the 
multiple aircraft assembly line a routine rather than a unique 
sight. 

For example, the .F-4 contractor is currently delivering 
six models to the inventory, the F-lll schedule requires the 
contractor to deliver five models of the aircraft simultaneously, 
and the A-7 program anticipates simultaneous production of two 
and probably more models. The OV-10 Coin Aircraft is scheduled 
for simultaneous delivery to all three services. There are many 
others. Some of these models are quite close in technical 
configuration of the airframe. Others are considerably different 
with substitutions of engines, wings, fuselage sections and landing 
gear. In many cases, the avionics or aeronautical details are 
quite different and these cause substantial structural changes In 
the airframe. Some parts may be common on all models and some may 
be peculiar to one or more. 
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Th~ conc11tion described is not unknown to JI&DT ooat 
analysts. ~attempts have been made to devt'lop cmaoD&11t7 
indices which aro representative of the de.,ee of difference or 
the degree ot CCIIIIIlOnality between models. Some of these indiou 
ha., a attcpted to make use of ca1111:0n and peculiar counts ot 
Engineering Drawings. Tool counts have ala\# been used. tor the 
same purpose. In all cases studied, whenever sinal• percentqe 
indices were dev:eloped to describe the canmon/pecuUar model 
relationships the indices have not been directly translatable 
to cost. Further, the value ot sane ot these t.almiques is 
highly questionable since most have no senaitivit7 to aoheclule. 
and sane have no aenaitivit7 to major contiauraticm oh&Da••· 

No small part ot the problca with usina acae ot t.heae 
techniques lies in est&blillhing the .scope ot appl1cab1l1t7 ot 
the eJCpressed percentage. As an example, it a count ot q1neezo1q 
drawings discloses a 20% change tor a new model, is it reasonable 
to assume that the manutactur'ng labor costa ahwlc1 exact~ 
parallel the number ot nev dravinas? The anSlHl" is obvious. 
A drn.wing change coulcl either increa::se or decr•tt• the II&DUlaot\&l'i.nl 
camplexitr of a part. 

As a matter ot tact, much ot the learning which oocn&rs 1n 
r.anufa.cturing stems tran the engineering retinement vhioh al.lova 
t~ ter , cheaper and more simple manutacturina praoticea. ~a, 
a 20~ redesign arrived at by a drawing count could not neoea~ 
b extrapolated to support a s1mjJ•r increa&O in manutaoturin& 

, toolir~ c~st or material., 

The percentage ot AMPR veiaht change is another teohnique 
· th dubious bases in tact. In simple terms, AMPR wei&ht is 

d fined as basic airtrame loss engines, wheels, tire1, avionioa, 
t o. As a typical example, let us suppose a current f1ahter 

type aircraft for interceptor application is to be red.esi,ned 
1or tactical uses in close support. {There have been instazlcea 
w:.ere the e."ltire nose ot an aircraft was removed aloaa with the 
included avionics arA a new nose and avionics substituted. to 
suppor-t the different weapons deliveey capabilit7 required. tor 
t e new ;nissior •. ) If the AMPR weight savings clue to structural 
d letio~s are substanti&lly balancei off by the added airtr.De 
~~an the apparent AMPn weight ditference could be ver,r lov. 
U i."'l.g only PJ .. ~R weight as a basis, an entire]JP erroneous coat 
conclusion could result fran dependence sole]JP antne AMP.R 
weig~t differences batween concurrent models. 

:n a. nut.ber of previous studies which were UULinecl, a 
co:m:lonz.lity base was usually established with Moclel l as the 
reference. All labor or cost L"'l.creases tor MOdel 2 above this 
a.-nount were considered as peculiar. Figure 2 illustrates the 
fact t hat basic cOLlmOn learr.ing between models would almost . ~· 
~e less. than the total .. ot any model. further, OYer&l.l ocmpone11t7 
b tween all models can be apected to deer .. • aa additioD&l IIOdela 
are addud. 



It can be aateq concluded trcm review or ftl'ious atudie• 
ot ca:nmonalit;y between models that a juc!pent on cCIIIIIOD&l1t7 
between models which cloes mt direct~ relate to coat or--
facture is or little value to detailed cost anal.7sis in the 
acquisitiOil period. This is not to say such an index '11J&7 not 
have sCDe value in determining s;yatem cost ettectivcess and 
tor use in canparative studies ot tot.al R&D, investment and 
opera.ti.ng costs. 

The precedin& discussion thus indicates that projection• ot 
labor changes tor a new model which are based on ditterenc•• 
in drawings, AMPR weight, or other, to secure a new start point 
ma.;y cause considerable errors to be introduced, ~ lead to a 
general lack ot credibilit;y in the resul:ts. This is eo even 
though the prececiina production its was discontinued in- taYOr 
ot a new model. 

As previously mentioned, the introduction ot a new model 
otten has been portr3Y'ed b;y "bumping" the improvement OUl"Ye 
at the point ot introduction ot the n~ model. Actual.q, the 
"bump" produced is the sum ot the exiatina lea.rni.nc on those 
components taslts carried over tram the precedin& moclel production 
plus the mna.utacturing labor costs tor the new az¥1 peculiar 
portions less the coat ot those old portions no J.on&er a part, 
of the new model. 

Ma.thema.tical.l.y, this can be expressed as: 

uc(x)•(a+a•)xb· ;l~x"n 

uc (y) • a(n-ty)b+a"(;r)b'; n-' n-+y 4 n + n' 

ldiy~n' 

Whsre x i s the cumulative unit number ot the old model aDd 7 
is the cumulative unit number ot the new model 

n is the total number ot units o! old model 
n 1 .i s the total r~ ot units ot new model 
a is the first cost ot tasks carried over 
a 1 is the !irst cost ot tasks dropped 
a" is the first ~ost ot new tasks tor new me. del 

·. 

The above pertains it the old model is discontin'l:.ed with t.he in
troduction of' the new. A more complicated probl• arises it the 
older mociel is continued in production and. delivered conourrctq 
with the new model. 

In that ease, instead ot a "bump" it becCDes neces11&17 
to project two aurves, one tor each model. The curve tor the 
old model is a campo site ot common azd: al4 pecullar ettort. 
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'!'he curve ror t.ne new moct~ is a canposite ot CCIIDon and new 
peculiar ettort;. It should be noted the curve can only be used 
in conjunction with the overall manutacturi.ng schedule since it 
is neceasar,r to account tor each unit of the total in order to 
aeoertain the unit take-ott loCAtion on each curve. Sino• the 
CCIIIIDOil is a part ot both model c\a"Ves, it logic~ can be 
1dentit1ec1 and separate~ plotted as shown. This results in 
three curves: CCIIIIIOD, new peculiar and old peculiar. These 
can be expressed mathematical.l7 as: 

uc (x) • a (x + 7 )b 
Common 

uc (:y) ·• a (x + 7)b 

uc (x) • a• (x) b• . 

uc (:y) • a" (:y) b" 

Old Peculiar 

New Peculiar 

Where x is the cumulative unit tor lst model 

Whm 7 is the cumulative unit tc,r 2nd model and vice-versa 

Theoretically, a thirci model could be easily handled using 
this technique b:y adding only a new curvtt for its peculiar. 
However, in practice, it is not reasonable to expect a new 
mission or design to ~equire the exact common which resulted 
trca the examination ot the tirst and second models. rrhe 
.tol.l.owina curves, shown graphic~ on Figure .3, could conceivabl7 
roeault .tram the introduction ot a third model: 

Peculiar #l Com:non All 
PecvJ.iar #2 Common #land 112 
Peculiar #.3 Common #l and 11.3 

Cc:llrlQn #2 and #3 

l.fathtiD&tice.J.l7, these can be expressed as: 

':lcl (xJ) • a (l) (xl + ~ + x3) b(l) 

uc2..~xJ) • a (:2j (x1 + ~)b(2) 

uc3(XJ) • a(3) (xl + ~)b{3) 

uc4(xJ) • a(4) _ (X2 +X3)b(4) 

uc5(Xl) • a<s> (Xi)o(S) 

. 9 

Cammon All 

COIIIIlOn #1 anc1 112 

CCIIIIIlOJ1 #2 arui 13 

Peculiar Ill 



uc6(~) • a (6) 

uc,(~) - ,(7) 

Peculiar 12 

Peculiar 13 

tnwzo.a xJ .ia ~ c\1Jil\al.ative \mit number ot aoclel J 

·x1 + ~ + ~ is the total C\lllulative unit nllll.ber ct all 
mOdels at tfie acheclule. poa.".tion ot xJ. 

x1 + --~ ia the total cnaul&tive unit number ot moclela 11 
aiid frat the acheclule _poaition ot xJ, etc. 

Usina this tom, there is no theoretical limit to the n'UID))er 
ot JDOdels which can be 1ntroc1ucecl it proper data is availab1e. 

Several probleaus arose c:lur1na the clevelopuDt ancl use ot 
this technique on a receot ana.J.¥sia. Since the coat separation 
ot moclels by previously atatecl assumptions as to AMPR weights, 
dr wings, etc. was tound to be UDaatiatacto17, a better an4 
more accurate methocl was sought. 

An attempt was JII&Cie to develop the m:mutacturins impact at 
total moclel level d.ue to ditierencea in cieaign. It was tov.ncl 
not practicable to pertor.u an asaeaaent at the tct. al model 
level since i:. wa neces8&17 to consider the impact on each 
major caaponent ot each moclel. At the component level, many 
ma.jor clitterencea became apparel'lt. There is an even more cogent 
reason to ~e each mod.el at the cCDponent level. Development 
ot data at that lwel allows the total moclel labor to be clweloped 
as the aum ot the '1nc11vicN&l ccmponent learninc slope•. 

A survey waa :wie to clet.ermine 1t labor data waa aY&ilable 
tor fabrication and. aub-&aacb~ ot each major portion ot the 
aircraft. mel tor the F1m.l. Aasabq &M Electronic• and Field 
Opera"iona on the ccmplete aircraft. Data on current procluction 

was not rea4117 av&ilable 'Whi~h clitt~mti&ted. bet.wc the Fabri
ca.tiGil and SW>-&aa~ areas. 

In lieu the.-eot, data was available b7 cCDponent trom the 
nearly lOO separate component labor acc~unta which ha4 been 
establlahecl tor each aoclel. 'l'hia waa conaoliciatecl to retleot 
16 major component a an4 tinal aaa.O~ and ch•ck out. 

Baaicall7, each labor account 1clct1t1ecl one or more atatiODa 
on the aaaemol)' line. At each station, aCDO portion ot the &ir
cr&.tt. waa tabricatecl o.. aaaemblecl. uainc lm&ller ccmponenta or 
sections prod.uceci in ()ther d.erA.I"tmmllta. All the direct labor 
prior to that point was charied. to that accCNnt. 'l'hia d.at& 
w.a available b7 aircraft component 111hich reprttaentecl the 8\11 
o! all fabricaticm &1¥1 aub-&aaabq. P1nal aaMDbl7 and 
8leet.ronica ~ field operaticm _. al8o available b7 IIOd.el. 
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Actual labor data by aircraft unit number was summarized 
for each major component for the two models in simultaneous 
production. This was identified as ccomon, peculiar to #1 and 
peculiar to #2,    Figure 4 shows the difference« between models. 

The segregation was established by the contractor from 
analysis of fabrication and sub-assmbly costs. The Final 
Assembly and £3 sctronics Field Operation labor was maintained 
by aircraft unit number. By analysis of task and man-loading schedulei 
a segregation was available as to the common and the peculiar labor 
hours required for each model. Thus, basic data was available upon 
which to base common/peculiar labor projections of the two models. 

As previously mentioned, it is the policy of the Secretary 
of Defense to minimize the number of aeronautical systems with 
very similar characteristics. In addition to the existing two 
models, two additional new models with changed missions were 
projected for this aircraft program. Only broad technical mission 
changes and new armament had been identified at the time of the study. 

Each new model was analyzed and a teclmical comparison made 
by major aircraft component with the equivalent components already 
in production. This analysis first considered the obvious 
structural differences between models including the number of 
parts, their size and complexity which would be eliminated. In 
the second phase of this analysis, the new technical requirements 
were analyzed and an estimate made of the percentage of new work 
which wouM be introduced. This analysis considered fabrication, 
sub-assembly, assembly and electronic check out and field operations. 

An example of the effect of a simple change in a new aircraft 
model was the substitution of a complete component, such as a 
heavier landing gear for the old. This required that the existing 
landing gear slope not be utilized for that model and that a new 
landing gear component slope be established and used. 

A representative of a more difficult type of change to include 
in a new model was the main bulkhead included in one of the fuselage 
components, and which incorporated the attach points for the above 
landing gear. If properly designed for a lower gross take-off 
weight, the new bulkhead will require redesign to take the stresses 
transaitted through the new and heavier landing gear. This requires 
the thickening of web sections of the bulkhead with no change in 
overall dimensions of the bulkhead. The remainder of the fuselage 
of which this bulkhead was a part was changed only slightly. 

The estimation of the effsct of this latter change required 
an assessment of the change in fabrication time and labor for 
the new bulkhead and also the effect on the entire fuselage 
sub-assembly, and assembly operations since all are included in 
the total man-hours for the fuselage component. This new work 
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was projectod from a new slope starting from the 01 production 
position while the unchangod portion of «hat fuaolago component 
was continued on its improvement curvo at a value equal to the 
original loss the portion no longer required.    If a portion of 
the work included in the component for this model is the same 
au the peculiar for another modol,  then thiu rooulte in the 
creation of a common slope compocod of a portion of the 
former peculiar and the peculiar from the now component.    This 
"common peculiar" is a true common and is so considered.    Figure 
5 illustrates the reculwing family of elopes for a typical 
component.    Each of the       major components of Ute two now 
models were analyzed in this fashion and an estimate made of 
the effect.   The following had to bo answered: 

- the amount of reduction to the previous commonality level, 
- the value to bo assigned to any new common curves composed 

of two or more peculiars or any now common/peculiar mixes, 
- the value to be assigned any now peculiar. 

This technique is relatively ocsy to use for two models. 
Three models introduces more complications.    Four wore handled 
without strain, however,  in tho ca:e being reported upon, many 
of the probable combinations of coxxon/pecoliar did not have 
an assigned value or were of such small value that they could 
be eliminated.    After four models, tho possible number of combin- 
ations becomes awesome and in the case of a program with a large 
variation on each component for each model all probable combinations 
might occur and the overall conplex'.ty could causo the problem 
to become unmanageable, in & practical eense. 

A count of the curve segments and models indicated some 200 
overall slope equations would have to be established.    In 
addition, in order to obtain the proper learning by model and 
componen   it would be necessary to perform individual computations 
for each monthly delivery quantity by model after the basic 
data was available. 

The use of k computer to perform these calculations was an 
obviuus solution.    Figure 6 indicates tho formulation used and 
is general enough to handle any practical problem. 

This figure shows a unit progress curve following a 671 
curve up to unit 50 with unit 1 redefined as 06, an 60$ curve 
to 500, with unit 51 redefined as unit 56, and a 90% curve after 
unit 500, with unit 501 redefined as 506.    The redefinition 
was on the assumption that 5 RDT&E units were produced and 
contribute to the learning process.   Th>- cumulative average 
progress curve can be formulated as: 
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uc(x) « ^  (xi-ei) 
1+bi - (x-l+ei)   i • x^^i* x-ix^ 

In this caoe tho value of the xth unit is determined by the total 
value of all units up to and Including unit x minus the total 
vt.luo of all units up to but not including unit x. 

Uoixv: tho previous example (the unit curve), let us suppose 
t:.«t it describes a common effort associated with 3 models. 
If tho exact delivery position of each model is known, it is a 
trivial exercise to read off the uc(x) of each position and sum 
for each of the three models. 

TC. =£. *(*) 

Where f (x) = uc if x is a JTih delivery 
f (x) = o if x is not a jth delivery 
TC,      - total cost of jth model 

However, if the exact delivery position of each model is 
not known, on approximation to this can be made by utilization 
of the dfclivery schedule.    Let X.(t) be tho total delivery quantity 
for all relevant models in time period t, and x.,ft\ be the total 
delivery quantity for the model in time period ^ 

Then:    TC(XAO) "^J^lffa); X.(t-l)^m ^ X.(t) 
" X.(v) 

The above formulation assumes that tho production positions for 
each model are equally distributed throughout the time period. 
This assumption is valid if the time period is relatively short, 
say a month (or less) for aircraft. 

This formulation is equivalent to: 

ucCXj -X.l(t) f(m); X.(t-lVm^ X.(t) J  UtT 
and 

TC(X,(t)) -Zuc (Xj) 

Formulation 1 above is more convenient if manual computation is 
performed. However, fo.Tnulation 2 is more convenient for computer 
manipulation since it permits more straight-forward programming. 
In particular, if t,here is a break in the slope of the learning 
curve curing a month (t), formulation 2 is desirable. 

jwter the computer program is available, the inputs required 
of a cost analyst are quite simple once he has developed tue 
necessary data to differentiate between components of the models. 
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Computer Logic 

In the case being reported upon, it was desirable to calculate 
the cumulative costs by contract for each of the four models. 
The computer program has available to it the cumulative monthly- 
delivery schedule Xj(t) for each model, and the cumulative 
quantity by "block" (e.g.. Fiscal Year Buy, Contract) for each 
model, e.g., Yo, where 1 is the sequence number of the contract. 

Define an "input set" as a collection of parameters that 
stipulates: 

a. Model Identification 
b. Title (o.g., Airframe Component) 
c. Unit or cumulative average curve 
d. Identity of models sharing this curve 
e. Number of segments 
f. For each segment 

(1) Number 1 value 
(2) Slope 
(3) Upper and lower limits 
(4) Quantity adjustment to unit number 

Associated with each model schedule is a set of storage 
locations to accumulate costs, Z^(t). 

J 

The input set is read in, and a combined schedule (X.(t)) 
is formed by adding the schedules of the models stipulated. 
The X.(t) schedule is costed, using the parameters specified 
in c through f above. Each time a unit is costed, it is multiplied 
by X.i(t) and the result added to Z.(t). 

Another input set is read in, and the process repeated. 
In this way, any number of input sets can be processed. No 
particular order is required, since the accumulation of costs 
is independent of order. 

It should be pointed out that the above system requires 
as many input sets for a particular learning curve as there are 
models involved. However, the additional input required is 
compensated for by the additional flexibility and ease of programming 
permitted. For example, it may be desired to adjust one of the 
models (even though common)for special considerations. This 
methodology permits this to be done. 

Finally, with the cost accumulation completed into Zj(t) 
for all j, the summarisation of costs into "blocks" is accomplished 
by matching the schedule for each model with the unit number 
specified by "block" and accumulating. For example, "Block" 2 
for model 2 calls for units 50 - 98. Time period 12 shows a 
total of 48, 13 shows 53, 19 shows 96 and 20 shows 100 for model 

2 schedule. The cost for "block" 2 would be 4/5 of the cost in 
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tin« period 13 plu» th« cost In all tlm« periods through 19» 
plus 2/4 of th« cost In 20. 

In this way, subdivisions of th« prograa can b« shown, and 
cumulative totals used to show the total program.   An exaople 
of such an output is shown in figure 7. 

There are four major advantages of the teohniqus.    It has 
greater inherent accuracy due to the intense scrutiny of each 
cooponont and the changes required for each model.   Secondly, 
configuration changes are directly relatable to components and 
thus are reflected in the coot.    Thirdly, there is an immediate 
benefit from the mandatory »•equirement that a computer program 
be used to perform the necesoa"/ calculations.    This provides 
quick reaction capability for obtaining the cost effect of 
schedule and technical changes.    Lastly, coimonality indices are 
eliminated and all aspects of coamonality are directly relatable 
to cost. 

The procedure is not without disadvantages, or at least 
some problems.    First, greatly increased data must be obtained 
on the technical details by model and component and on the cost 
of these changes in man-hours.    Secondly, the examination of 
cooponent differences requires the support of personnel highly 
skilled in relating technical changes to co&t.    These are not 
always available.   Thirdly, computer support must be available 
and preferably the computer programming should be accomplished 
by those scarce individual(s) who are expert at both cost estlaating 
and computer prograionlng.    Foui-thly, greater detail must be 
reckoned with in updating an initial estimate prepared in this 
manner and the time and talent required will be substantially 
more than required for conventional estimates.    Lastly, th« 
procedure is of no assistance in furnishing a simple expression 
of commonality by model.   Data from the output indicates that th« 
coamonality ratio changes continuously by model throughout th« 
program.   This precludes the support of a single index. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RSCOKMENDATIONS 

The technique developed in the course of the study and which 
has been reported herein appears to have distinct advantage« in 
the development and maintenance of a more accurate estimate of 
the labor required for a multinnodel program. 

Some of the disadvantages of the technique such as require- 
ments for increased data and electronic computer support are not 
too significant in view of the great cost of most aulti-mod«! 
programs and the benefits to be derived.   The obtaining of techni- 
cally qualified personnel to accomplish the detailed oenponent 
review could pose a larger problem. 

The advantage of the technique would appear to considerably 
outweigh the disadvantages.   The probability of schedule changes 
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•nd technical configuration changes incraasao rapidly as nor« {***) 
nodols or« added to a amlti-nodel pi'ogrem. This technique offers 
a way to anticipat« in advance the coot intarrelationship of 
these changes hetwoon nodols. In view of this almost constant 
change, or threat of change, on programs of this type, the quick . 
reaction programing capability offered by the automated technique 
becomes almost mandatory for efficient program nanagement and 
support of decision making. 

In summation, available data indicates the technique should 
be utilised m either limited or full form, on all multi-model 
aeronautical air frame programs with a high dollar value. 

The applications of this technique to other cost elements 
which make up the total alrframe cost such as Engineering, 
Tooling and Materials should be productive, however, this application 
may be expected to present some problems due to the character 1stloa 
of those cost elements. 

Finally, It is suggested the technique be considered for 
applications other than alrframes where significant component 
learning has been observed and there is a high ratio coanon/ 
peculiar component mix. 

L 
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